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Abstract

The aim of this study was to examine if the sliding effect is able to reduce the anterior shear force and vertical force of GRF in
order to decrease lower extremity injuries and provide the concept for the future design of sports shoes. This study recruited six
healthy college heel strike runners (height 170.6 ± 3.8cm；weight 63.8 ±4.2 kg；age 21.5±0.8 years) as subjects and used a
common yoga mat to simulate the sliding and non-sliding conditions. An AMTI force plate was used to measure the occurring
time of GRF peak force, average loading rate and maximum loading rate parameters during walking at 1.5ms-1±0.02 and
running at 3.5ms-1±0.02. The result showed no significant differences in the two groups. In walking condition, the sliding
effect did show the tendency of reducing peak force and increasing the occurring time of GRF peak force; however, the result
was quite the contrary in running condition with increasing peak force and reducing the occurring time of GRF peak force,
which may be due to the sliding speed being set too fast and lead to slippery condition during running.
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Abstract

In this study, assessment of muscle physiological point of view, using multi-purpose signal processors, to explore when you
play the piano, playing the piano with the technical standards the strength of sound perpendicular to the wrist and forearm
muscle activation amplitude differences to five major in piano persons and five non-piano major persons. According to the
extent and strength of piano sound, it’s our experiment two standard. Strong collection of strong-strong (fff) tone (ppp) damper
when the long radial wrist extensor muscles as well as the wrist ulnar flexor muscle EMG value of 15 seconds to describe
statistical data analysis. The results obtained with the beginner group piano expert group, the difference between right wrist
and the vertical amplitude (expert group; 6 ± 0.5 cm, beginner group; 3 ± 0.5 cm), when the expert group with the beginner
group play piano the wrist extensor muscles dictate the circumstances are different (expert group; 64 ± 0.4%, beginner group;
44 ± 0.6 %); wrist flexor muscles dictate the circumstances are different (expert group; 26 ± 5%, beginner group; 19 ± 3%).
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